
 

Brantridge Bulletin                             Friday 
13th January 2023 

Welcome to the Brantridge School Weekly Bulletin  

 

Dates for your Diary 

INSET day: Monday 30th January 2023 

Half Term: Monday 13th – Friday 17th February 2023 

End of Term: Friday 31st March 2023 

 

Class Trips: 

Jupiter & Neptune: Monday 23rd January 2023 -  Drusillas 



Principal News 

 

 

Dear Parents/Carers, 

Welcome to our new style Bulletin. We hope you like it! 

We have been discussing for some time how we could improve the format of the document. Our 

previous approach had some challenges with formatting and we are hoping that this 'Sway' programme 

we are using is more user friendly in terms of adding photographs and creating additional text boxes 

when we need them.  We would be really interested in your feedback as parents. One feature that is 

probably worth drawing your attention to is the box on the bottom right of the screen. Clicking this gives 

you the option of going directly to particular sections should you want to do that. 

With regards to school communications we have also moved to a new pupil database system called 

‘Arbor’.  This has an emailing function which is clear and concise.  We are therefore moving to use Arbor 

to email parents and will not be using ‘Parent Mail’ going forward.  To receive emails from Arbor you do 

not have to set up an account they will simply arrive in your inbox in the way any other email 

does.  Please do, however, check you junk and spam boxes over the next few days in case the first 

emails go there.  If you are unsure as to whether we have an up to date email for you please let us know 

via the office email schooloffice@brantridge-school.co.uk. 

  

Have a good weekend. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

  

  

Dafydd Roberts 

Principal  

Safeguarding Update 

To all Parents and Carers, 

 

mailto:schooloffice@brantridge-school.co.uk


We wanted to alert you to a new wave of concerning videos that have resurfaced all over the internet 

this week. At the beginning of the school year, we sent out a safeguarding alert regarding the videos of 

Andrew Tate online. Andrew Tate's videos contain very dangerous content about misogyny, violence 

and conspiracy theories. Andrew Tate has now been arrested in relation to a number of serious crimes. 

However, his arrest has triggered all of his videos to resurface on platforms such as TikTok, YouTube and 

Instagram. We ask you to keep a very close eye on this situation, as we have had a number of pupils 

mention Andrew Tate's name this week. If you have any concerns about this, please give us a call on 

01444 400228 or email dsl@brantridge-school.co.uk.  

Therapies and Interventions 

Try it out at home...Gratitude Jars 

Research has proven that practicing gratitude by regularly writing down small things that we are grateful 

for each day can reduce anxiety and improve mood, reducing loneliness and even strengthening our 

immune systems and improving our sleep.  

Having a Gratitude Jar where all members of the family can write down (or ask someone else to) and 

add something that they are grateful for every day can be a great way to introduce mindfulness to 

children and benefit everyone’s mental wellbeing. 

Take Care, Lucy 

Art Therapist  

 

‘Idiom of the Week’  

The ‘Idiom of the Week’ for the week beginning 16th January is: 
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‘On the ball’  

If someone is on the ball, they are alert and aware of what is happening, 

e.g. Mavis got 100% correct in the maths test today. She’s really on the ball! 

 

Zephaniah 

 

 

What a week we have had in Zephainah Class! We started with trip to Runnymead on Monday to visit 

the site of the signing of the Magna Carta. Once there we set about filming our recreation with the boys 

acting as journalists to interview King John and one of his barons in the seats of the jurors. On Tuesday 

morning as part of our ASDAN certificate in navigation, we took part in an orienteering exercise where 

we were dropped off at the Jack and Jill windmills and had to navigate across the Downs to the Chattri  

using compass and maps. The weather was awful and all of the boys pushed through and demonstrated 

great resilience and perseverance and made it through to the waiting mini bus and back to school for 

hot chocolate and change of clothes!  

On Wednesday we had our first horse riding session at Littlebrook equestrian centre which everyone 

enjoyed. On Thursday we had the firts of our WOW art days. We tested out different pencils through 

markmaking tasks and then learned the proportions of the face and body before designing drawings of 

sultans to use in our puppet making lesson. On Friday, we had an introduction the Pop Art through the 

work of Roy Lichtenstein where we created portraits using block colour and spots. 

All available on Tapestry!  



 

Jupiter 

This week, Jupiter have been very busy.  

They have continued and finished their Maya information leaflets. We have worked on fractions in 

maths. The boys have found fractions hard but have continued to try and understand. On Tuesday, 

Jupiter enjoyed clip and climb. Soon they will be able to leap off the high equipment, which everyone is 

looking forward to.  

On Wednesday, the boys enjoyed a very wet outdoor learning session. In the afternoon, the boys 

planned a 'come done with me' in food technology. We are hoping to finish the week off by having a 

Jupiter come done with me. We will update you all on how it has gone. On Thursday and Friday, Jupiter 

have completed some art tasks - by drawing without lifting their pens or pencils off the paper, making 

and learning about Maya Gods and completing science tasks regarding different animal  groups and 

plants.  

Well done Jupiter for a very hard working week.  



 

Saturn 

We've had an exciting week in Saturn! The children went into the garden and discovered some strange 

items, after searching and investigating the clues, they decided it must have been a UFO! We then found 

a letter from Zala and Bog who said they had lost their daughter Beegu and needed help to find her. We 

found a photo of her on CCTV and then described her so we could double check with her parents that 

we are looking for the right alien. We found out about the first moon landing and designed and made 

our own moon buggies, in science we have begun our learning about plants and identified things that 

are made from plants and things that are not made from plants.  

 



 

 



Titan 

What a great week we had in Titan class this week! We started our Geography topic on America and 

learnt about National Parks and wildlife. We made an excellent start in Maths learning about fractions. 

As part of our Outdoor Learning program we went to Nymans Forest and fed the ducks with some bird 

food. We had super fun movement breaks, including a skipping rope competition.  Well done all the 

boys for doing their best during group work and individual work sessions! 

 

Nova 

What a power house of learning Nova class has been this week.  The development and progress across 

all our learning has been superb.  We explored prefixes and what they do to the root word, how it 

changes its meaning by building and flying parachutes across the field in the strong wind we had.  In 

maths, we have been playing ten pin bowling to learn to identify and add tenths as a fraction.  We acted 

out the main parts of the water cycle, linking it to our Monday morning learning walk and the relevance 

of walking through the ditches that we did.  A most enjoyable week, thank you Nova. 



 

Pluto 

This week in Pluto we have continued to focus on Egypt and have spent time reflecting on our trip last 

week. The boys were able to recall several brilliant facts from the day, impressing staff in Pluto. In 

English, Pluto have been focused on the key elements from our trip and learning to sequence and retell 

the events that they experienced. 

In maths we have been focusing on money, the recognition of coins and adding them to a total. The 

boys really enjoyed their first trip to horse riding on Wednesday and impressed staff with their listening 

skills, response to instruction and respect for the staff and horses. Everyone was very excited to meet 

the horse they were going to be riding this half term! The photos from this should be up on tapestry 

shortly.  

As a class, we have had several mindfulness sessions to increase our ability to regulate, including dance 

festivals with Disney music, mindfulness colouring and general "calm time" in which the boys have a 

choice to colour, play a board game or watch an educational video - we feel as a class this has been 

really beneficial, as well as supporting their development of fair play, sharing and respecting boundaries.  

Overall, it has been a brilliant week for Pluto and we appreciate all the boys hard work throughout. 

 



Galaxy 

 

 

1 - Galaxy boys enjoying our new end of day wind down. This will now be a regular thing.  

This week has been quite monumental for Galaxy. Every single boy, bar none, has contributed to doing 

Maths, English, Spelling and Reading. Most boys have requested to do more work and asked to do some 

the following day without prompting. Great job boys and staff. Thank-you 

Earth 

What a week in Earth! We have been busy continuing to work on our key repetition skills. We have 

added some new activities to our daily tasks and the children have done a wonderful job of adapting to 

them! In maths, we have been working on our addition and subtraction skills. In English, we have been 



working on writing recounts! We also thoroughly enjoyed our first whole class session with Dana and 

Zoe, attempting sensory circuits and some spot the difference activities. 

 

Neptune 

This week in Neptune we have been looking at our new history topic - Ancient Maya. The boys have 

been working on creating their own model of different building found in a Mayan city, including a 

commoners house, an elite house and a temple. They have used straws to show how the houses where 

built with bamboo and mud, and straw to show how the rooves of building where thatched.  

 

We have also continued with our book - Kensuke's Kingdom - we have followed Michael and his family 

around the world to the Americas. We have discussed the positive and negatives of travelling round the 

world by boat and explained what we would take with us if we went around the world and why.  

 

Gymnastics was another great success with everyone enjoying themselves - including staff! 

 

We hope you have a lovely weekend. 

 



Orwell 

 

This week the boys have enjoyed a busy week which involved a trip to Runnymede where the Magna 

Carta was signed in 1215. A news broadcast was filmed to explore what the signing meant for the 

noblemen, peasants, church and king back in 1215. I think Charlie particularly relished his role as King 

John!  

On Tuesday Orwell and Zephaniah class tackled the first navigation activity as part of our ASDAN Life 

Skills Challenge programme. This involved doing a hike across the South Downs, from Jack & Jill 

windmills to The Chattri (a monument to the contribution of Indian Soldiers during wartime). Conditions 

were tough, but our boys were tougher. Wind and rain hammered us throughout the walk but I am 

proud to say that all who started the walk finished it. All Orwell boys conducted themselves well and 

were a credit to the school. I saw some great leadership and teamwork from certain Orwellians.  

In the classroom we have been studying medieval life through the medium of the Orwell favourite board 

game, Medievalopoly. Aiden showed his flair for banking and Ronnie has a bright future in property 

development! In Art we have have been exploring Islamic Art and are working on our designs for Arabic 

influenced tiles. We will be concluding our Wow Week by starting an exploration of Pop Art by creating 

Pop Art portraits on Friday.  

We have seen some great behaviour from the boys this week and hope that there will definitely be 

some certificates awarded at the end of the week. Well done Orwell!  

As ever, more pictures are available on Tapestry.  

Best wishes, Alan Whyte.  



 

2 - Brantridge mountaineers ready to take on the extreme January weather. Who's idea was this?  

Menu 

16.1.23 

 

Contact Us 

 

Brantridge School,  

Staplefield Place,  

Staplefield,  

Haywards Heath,  

West Sussex 



RH17 6EQ 

 01444 400228 

 

Visit us on the web at www.brantridgeschool.org 
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